PerpHound™ Change Log

PerpHound™ v3.2.3 (November 2016)
Due to the number of issues relating to the new AT&T® file format, a break was taken on the work being conducted to create PerpHound™ v4.0 to do a little behind-the-scenes work and perform a quick patch to support the new (and old) AT&T® file formats for both CDRs and NELOS (NELOS has been updated to support range circles for both the new and old formats). The Variable Point Tab and the AT&T® Records Processing Utility were updated.
PerpHound™ v3.2.2 (September 2015)
AT&T® Records Processing Utility NELOS functionality has been updated to support the new NELOS file format. This has removed Range Circle functionality on the new format. The functionality will remain if processing older NELOS files.
PerpHound™ v3.2.1 (July/August 2015)
Bug Fix: AT&T® Records Processing Utility NELOS functionality contained a bug when mapping range circles where it would not draw a circle for the larger accuracy values. This has been fixed.
PerpHound™ v3.2 (January 2015)
AT&T® Full CDR Processing Tool has been renamed to AT&T® Records Processing Utility
	AT&T® Records Processing Utility has been rewritten to include support for:
	Both the new and older SCAMP formats
	Both the new and older NELOS formats
An easy to use separation utility for when AT&T® puts multiple records within one file
The ability to have Google Earth™ draw an estimated range circle on points created from a NELOS file
	Adjusted Garmin® date/time values within the Date/Time conversion utility
	Bug Fix: Coding added to created KMZ/KML files to ensure that the Latitude/Longitude mapped ties to the tip of the push-pin icon
Various additional minor bug fixes to improve program performance and stability

PerpHound™ v3.1.4 (October 2013)
Bug Fix: Fixed issue where a required file was not properly installed with PerpHound™ for the print feature under View EXIF Utility. 

PerpHound™ v3.1.3 (October 2013)
Added SQLite Table Extraction Utility. 
	This utility extracts a selected SQLite table and saves it as a spreadsheet or delimited text file, or
	This utility can also extract all tables from a SQLite database file into one Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet file with each table as a separate worksheet.
	Garmin® Conversion Utility now supports reading SQLite files directly.
Added icon color options for each point type when plotting using the AT&T® Full CDR Processing Tool.
Added option to properties to automatically select all columns for Description when opening files.
Added option to properties allowing user to customize Originating and Terminating labels that are appended to the point’s name.
	Added support for the “Decimal Minutes” Latitude/Longitude format 
(39° 25.798’ N, 80° 11.869’ W)
DMS/Decimal Conversion Utility renamed “Latitude/Longitude Conversion Utility” and now supports conversion of: Degrees, Minutes, Seconds; Decimal Minutes; Decimal; and Semicircle formats.
	Added Date/Time Converter which supports: Standard formatting in Local, UTC, or UTC with a specified bias; Unix Time; Mac Absolute Time; Google Chrome™/Webkit; PRTime; and Garmin® time formats.
	Properties window and Tools menu have been reorganized.
	Added option to print a basic EXIF report within EXIF Viewer utility.
	Bug Fix: Select Worksheet Window will now display values using an instituted filter (before, the select worksheet window ignored filters and would show the first three rows of data even if they had been filtered out).
	Bug Fix: Fixed issue when processing a file with a filter in place within the Merge CDR and Cell Site Spreadsheet Utility. 
	Bug Fix: Converting to CSV now removes HTML formatting of text under File Conversion Utility.
	Bug Fix: Fixed issue where an error would occur when trying to save XLS files when Microsoft® Office Excel 2003 is installed.
	Bug Fix: Fixed issue where AT&T® Separation Utility would not write files at the root of a drive.
	Additional minor cosmetic bug fixes.


PerpHound™ v3.1.2 (June 2013)
Added option to force “camera” angle within KMZ/KML files. Allowing for user to set Range, Tilt, and Heading.
Updated Properties Screen
	Resized/Rearranged Windows 
Added Range, Tilt, and Heading settings.
	Added a Map Settings Preview button
	Fixed bug which prevented KMZ/KML files from supporting ampersands (&).
Fixed bug in conversion utility which allowed invalid Minute and Second values.

PerpHound™ v3.1.1 (April 2013)
Fixed a bug where the worksheet name of a file created using the Merging utility was a temp file name. Worksheet name now the name of the saved file (minus extension).
Fixed bug on both Dual and Single Lat/Long Points when saving an error CSV file where:
	On large CDRs (especially if there were a large number of errors) the system would slow down almost to a halt.
If the CDR had more columns than rows, the error file would not list properly.
	When saving the error CSV file, PerpHound™ will check to see if the cell contains a comma. If it does, quotes will be put around that set of data so when the CSV is opened in Excel, that comma will not be used as a delimiter.

PerpHound™ v3.1 (March 2013)
Program-Wide Changes:
	Fixed pushpins in Google™ Earth so pins will display with the proper coloring.

PerpHound™ will, after running for the first time, add an option to R/C on specific file types to open in PerpHound™ -- XLSX, XLS, CSV, ODS (when supported).
	Option can be turned on/off in Properties
	Most menu options now have tooltips to explain what they do.
Updated Error Messages to be more useful.
Added tooltip for displayed filename so user can see entire path.

Changes to Main Screen Features:

	Added Variable Lat/Long Points to Main Screen (Major Change)
	Feature currently supports AT&T Style Call Records when copied into their own spreadsheet.
	Added support for selecting multiple columns as the point’s description. (Major Change)

When a file is opened, the Sheet name is also displayed (Minor Change)
Manual Points now supports Garmin® Semi-Circle Values (Major Change)
	Only for files consisting of only Manual Points.
Not supported in adding a manual point to a processed file.
	Descriptions for all points now support HTML tags when creating a KMZ or KML file. (Major)
Added Google™ Geocode capabilities when adding manual points (Major)
	Allows you to get a Lat/Long value from an address.
	Bad Points are no longer plotted at 0,0. They are no longer added to KMZ/KML/GPX at all. Instead a second CSV file will be saved along side the KMZ/KML/GPX file listing all bad points.
	Property item exists to turn off saving of bad points. Bad points will still not be saved in KMZ/KML/GPX.
	PerpHound™ will track recent files (from Dual/Single/Variable) and put them in the File Menu for quick opening.
	Option can be turned off in Properties.

Changes to Utilities:

	Merge CDR & Cell Site Spreadsheets was completely rewritten
	Merge Utility now supports up to three column matching

Considerably faster.
	Averages 2-3 times faster on larger CDRs
On small CDRs it has been up to 16 times faster.
	When creating the new spreadsheet, columns can only be added once (and are removed from the available list when added)
	Merge Utility now properly supports worksheets.
When processing it will display estimated time remaining.
	Added an AT&T Processing Wizard
	Will process entire text file sent from AT&T (Calls, Text, and Data)
	Requires sheet to be, effectively, unmodified.
	Added a Garmin™ Batch Convert Utility
	Will read a spreadsheet and convert Garmin Time Values and Garmin Semicircle values into more common formats.
Saves as new spreadsheet.
	Plot EXIF by Folder
	Can now export images into a KMZ file. Images will be viewable in the balloon for each point.
Added a progress bar to indicate time remaining.
	Conversion utility was redesigned
	Added ability to convert Garmin™ Semicircle values.


Previous Updates:
PerpHound™ v3.0.3 (January 2012)
Fixed a bug in Plot All EXIF in a Directory, where if every file within the directory had Lat/Long values (and there were no bad files), the system wasn’t enabling the Process and Remove buttons.
PerpHound™ v3.0.2 (November 2011)
Fixed a bug when reading EXIF information which would rarely incorrectly identify Latitude and Longitude values (positives would be negative, and negatives would be positives).
PerpHound™ v3.0.1 (November 2011)
Fixed a bug when opening a document with a blank sheet listed before a sheet containing data.
Fixed the error messaging when PerpHound™) was used on a system without Microsoft Excel.
PerpHound™ v3.0 was released.


